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Value of Education Abroad
• Develop intercultural skills

• Employers report this as one of the 
greatest skill gaps for recent graduates 
(Finley, 2021; NACE, 2021). 

• Connect theory to practice
• Apply global skills in a real-world context.

• Boost hiring potential
• Employers report an international 

experience as a distinguishing 
characteristic when reviewing resumes 
(Finley, 2021).



Access to Education Abroad
• Demographics of traditional EA participants (IIE, 2021)

• most are undergraduate 1-2 semester programs
• 70% white
• 54% use personal/family funding sources
• <21% are of racial or ethnic minorities

• Demographics of online adult learners (Clinefelter et al., 2019)
• 60% female
• 43% between ages 25 to 39
• most work full-time

Most current study abroad options do not speak to the non-
traditional, first-generation, or racially and economically 
diverse student body that makes up the online student. 



Virtual Education Abroad
• Collaborative Online International Learning (COILs)

• Virtual exchanges with international university partners

• Service Learning opportunities

• Interdisciplinary institutional collaboration

• Global virtual internships

• Faculty-curated global itineraries



Framework for Equity & Inclusion
Advocacy

• Create processes to encourage students and faculty to embrace 
Education Abroad opportunities. 

Academic quality
• Provide a rigorous curriculum through experiential and applied learning 

opportunities.

Accessibility
• Provide opportunities to everyone, regardless of physical mobility.

Affordability
• Provide opportunities that are cost-effective and aid-eligible (where 

possible). 



Example Virtual Experience
Created combined Virtual and Travel Field Experiences

• delivered as a 1-credit hour elective at undergraduate and graduate levels

• embedded AFS Global Competence Certificate (GCC) program to guide 
participants through intercultural skill development in three phases: 
preparation, immersion, and reflection

• Faculty-curated experiences “menu” format
• Managed through a dedicated website
• Asynchronous events- pre-recorded content, virtual tours, and lectures
• Synchronous events - live mobile tours, live lectures and 

demonstrations, ‘sync ups’ with travel participants



Asynchronous Events



Synchronous Events



Implications
• address employer-identified intercultural skill gaps

• create sources of competitive advantage for graduates

• increase accessibility for all students

• offer cost-effective programming

• provide a life-changing experience
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Questions?

Thank you for attending!
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